
When do I choose to participate in Celebrity Select Dining? Guests will choose either Celebrity Select Dining or 

Traditional Dining during the booking process. There will be a limited number of reservations that can be 

accommodated within Celebrity Select Dining, and guests will be accommodated on a first come/first served basis. All 

remaining guests will be assigned to a traditional seating time based on capacity on a first come/first served basis.

Can a guest choose to change from Traditional Dining to Celebrity Select Dining on board?
Yes, within the first 24 hours of their cruise starting if there is space available.

Are Reservations Required? Reservations are not required but are strongly recommended as they provide guests the 

best opportunity to dine at their preferred dining time with their preferred party size.

How do I make day-by-day reservations for Celebrity Select Dining? Reservations can be booked for all ships and sail 

dates by visiting Already Booked/Cruise Planner on celebritycruises.com, contacting Cruise Planner 800-722-5941 or by 

visiting one of the Restaurant Host/Hostess Reservations Desks on board. During the reservations process guests will 

choose their desired dining time and indicate a sharing preference (dine alone or with others). The reservation time is 

confirmed at the time of booking; the sharing preference will be accommodated on a space available basis on 

board. Also, guests can make reservations for Celebrity Select Dining via multiple reservations stations on the ship once 

on board.

How can we ensure a guest’s sharing preference is accommodated? Sharing preferences can not be 

guaranteed. However, the Maitre’D on the ship will make every effort to accommodate the guest’s sharing preference 

on board and will specifically discuss this with the guest at the time of their reservation. If we are not able to 

accommodate the guest’s sharing preference at the time of their reservation, the guest will have the option of choosing 

an alternate time when the sharing preference will be accommodated. In some instances, this may cause the guest to 

have to wait for an available table.

Can a guest have the same waiter and assistant waiter every night? Waiters and their assistants will be assigned to 

specific sections for the duration of the cruise. Every effort will be made to accommodate guest requests to sit in the 

same section, including with the same group of guests or service team, every night.

Do I have to eat at the same time every night? No, Celebrity Select Dining provides guests the flexibility to dine exactly 

when they want between 6:00 pm and 9:30 pm every night of their cruise vacation.

Will there be any differences in my dining experience if I choose Celebrity Select Dining versus Traditional Dining? Guests 

choosing Celebrity Select Dining will enjoy the same world-class dining experience as guests in Traditional Dining. The 

only difference is they will have the flexibility of dining at the time of their choosing.

Is Celebrity Select Dining offered on all Celebrity Ships? All Millennium and Solstice Class ships offer the same Celebrity 

Select Dining program. Edge Class ships  offer Celebrity Select Dining Plus which operates in the same manner with the 

additional option to choose amongst four Main Restaurants.
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